WINE LIST

All rates include VAT and Municipal Tax
Please inform the waiter/ress for any food or beverage singularities

White Wines from Santorini
AIDANI
HATZIDAKIS
Dry white wine

€ 55
Variental composition: Aidani 100%.
Grapes from organic vineyards, cultivated at altitudes from 70 up to 330 meters.
Yellow-golden color, expressive aromas with fine notes of exotic fruits, citrus and lemon flowers. Lively
and balanced on the palate with long aromatic aftertaste and tones
of minerality, caramel and butter.

THALASSITIS
GAIA
Assyrtiko, P.D.O.Santorini

€ 50
High minerality and salinity with notes of citrus

ASSYRTIKO
GAVALAS
Dry white wine

€ 50
Variental composition: Assyrtiko 100%.
Characteristic stony minerality (salty and flinty notes) in the nose followed by fruity (peach, pear) and
herbal (tea, chamomile) hints. Rich mouthfeel and elegant at the same time. Its creamy texture makes an
excellent balance with the dry bone crispiness and the high acidity of the Assyrtiko. Full bodied,
concentrated wine with finesse complexity
and long salty aftertaste.

ATLANTIS
ESTATE ARGYROS
Dry White Wine

€ 25 (by glass 7€)
Varietal composition: Assyrtiko 100%
A cool and pleasant white wine for all hours of the day. Fresh, with subtle fruit aromas,
beautiful minerality and refreshing acidity

NYXTERI
GAVALAS
Dry white wine

€ 55
Medium lemon color with golden highlights. Nose emphatic with ripe citrus, bergamot, orange,
mandarin, juicy ripe pear, jasmine and evening primrose, honeycomb, dried rosemary and tarragon.
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White Wines from around Greece
MOSCHOFILERO
NASIAKOS
Dry White Wine

€ 32
Mantinia region in central Peloponnese is the epitome of Moschofilero grape. Nasiakos Moschofilero
bears an aromatic Muscat-like character, with vibrant acidity, low alcohol levels and surprising
freshness.

KTIMA BIBLIA CHORA
BIBLIA CHORA
Dry white wine

€ 35
Variental composition: Assyrtiko 40%, Sauvignon Blanc 60%
Intense aromas of tropical fruit and grapefruit alternate with notes of lemony citrus to stimulate the
senses. It has a rich, full-bodied with exceptional structure, refreshing acidity and big aromatic finish.

KTIMA BIBLIA CHORA OVILOS
BIBLIA CHORA
Dry white wine

€ 55
Variental composition: Semillon 70%, Assyrtiko 30%
Υellow-green color that matured for eight months in oak barrels. The special aroma of apricot and honey
characteristic of the Semillon variety - marries perfectly with notes of citrus and lemon
that come from the northern Helladic Assyrtiko.
Its aromatic potential is completed with notes of vanilla and nuts.
Wine with exuberant and rich taste, intense oiliness,
pleasant acidity that give it a great possibility of aging.

GEROVASILEIOU VIOGNIER
GEROVASILEIOU
Dry white wine

€ 45
Variental composition: Viognier100%
After extraction and fermentation in new French oak barrels, it ages for a few months together with its
wine lees, thus acquiring a rich taste.
Its color is intense golden yellow and presents a good varietal character with aromas of apricot, peach
and notes of tobacco in the long aftertaste
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Rose Wines from Santorini
BOUDOMATO
GAVALAS
Dry Rose Wine

€ 50
Voudomato is characterized by fruity character, with aromas of fresh cherry and pomegranate.
Soft in the mouth, metallic taste and refreshing acidity with delicate pleasant tannins that integrate the
rich body and structure of the wine

TERRA NERA
KARAMOLEGOS
Dry Rose Wine

€ 25 (by glass 7€)
Varietal composition: 80% Mandilaria and 20% Assyrtiko
Fruit-forward intense nose with red fruit aromas such as strawberries, cherries.
Peppery and hints of blossom in second plan. The palate is quite rich, well balanced characterized by
refreshing levels of crispy acidity and depth.

Rose Wines from around Greece
AGIORGITIKO 14-18H
GAIA
Dry Rose Wine

€ 30
Varietal composition: 100% Agiorgitiko
Deep rose color. Fruity aroma which is dominated by the flavors of cherry and gooseberry- both of
which are typical of the Agiorgitiko grapes that grow on these highlands-and lastly, a cool refreshing
taste.

AKAKIES
KIR-YIANNI
Dry Rose Wine

€ 28
Varietal composition: Mavrotragano, Mandilaria & Agiorgitiko
On the nose it shows impressive juicy aromas of strawberry, cherry and flowers, while on the palate the
intense red fruit character is balanced by the round acidity and underpinned by the long, fruity finish.

THEMA KTIMA PAVLIDIS
Dry rosé Wine

€ 36
Varietal composition: Tempranillo
This intensively rose wine is expressed with elegant aromas of strawberry and raspberry fruit on a fond
of roses. In the mouth, the alcohol is nice balanced from the acidity, giving a feeling of sweetness and a
long finish with a touch of ripe red fruit on the palate.
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Red Wines from Santorini

MANDILARIA ATLANTIS
ESTATE ARGYROS

€ 25 (by glass 7€)
Varietal composition: 100% Mandilaria
Full body with fine tannins, complex aromas of red fruit with notes of plum, leather and sweet spices.
The body is well structured and balanced with a velvety palate and a long aftertaste

XENOLOO
GAVALAS
Dry Red Wine

€ 35
Varietal composition: Mavrotragano 60%, Voudomato 35% Athiri 5%
Gavalas’ Xenoloo is a wine characterized by its vivid personality, velvety taste and a rich nutty bouquet.

AMPELONES RED
KOUTSOUGIANOPOULOS
Dry Red Wine

€ 55
This red wine is produced from the fine indigenous varieties Mandilaria, Mavrathiro and Mavrotragano.
It was given this name because the grapes come from the family vineyard.
Aged in oak barrels for 18 months, acquiring a wonderful oak aroma, ruby color and velvety and soft
taste.
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Red Wines from around Greece
AGIORGITIKO BY GAIA
GAIA
Dry Red Wine

€ 35
Varietal composition: 100% Agiorgitiko
Characterized by ripe fruit notes and balanced oak flavors

GEROVALSILEIOU AVATON
Semi Dry Red Wine

€ 50
Varietal composition: Lemnio, Mavroudi and Mavrotragano
It has a bright deep purple color, a complex "bouquet" of spices with ripe black fruits (raspberry), raisins,
coffee and cocoa.
In the mouth gentle tannins are supported by plenty of fruit creating strength and balance. Its aftertaste is
constant with repetition of spices

DOMAINE COSTA LAZARIDI SYRAH
Dry Red Wine

€ 45
Varietal composition: 100% Syrah
Very deep red, solid, almost impenetrable. Aromas of violets, berries, blackcurrant, olives, black pepper
and chocolate on a discreet background of vanilla and toasted bread. Warm and generous, with soft
tannins, dressed with plenty of fruit. Well-structured and round with a persistent presence of spices in its
long finish.

PARANGA
KIR-YIANNI
Dry Red Wine

€ 25
Varietal composition: Merlot 50%, Xinomavro 25%, Syrah 25%
Very aromatic, showing an expressive character of red fruit and spicy notes, the 2014 Paranga is a rich
and refreshing wine, meant to be enjoyed fresh paired with an endless range of tasty dishes.

XINOMAVRO
ESTATE ALFA
Xinomavro Red Wine

€ 45
One of the most elegant and modern Xinomavro wines from Amynteo, which express the aroma and the
taste characteristics of the variety in the best possible way. Elegant, spicy, fresh and fruity on the nose,
full but also cool in the mouth
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Special Greek Wines
VINSANTO
KARAMOLEGOS

€ 60 (500ml)
(by glass 14€)
Varietal composition: Assyrtiko 85% with 15% Aidani
Dense and complex aromas of dried fruits, chocolate, caramel, espresso coffee and nuts. Luscious on the
palate, yet not cloying with “kicking” acidity levels. Exuberant and complex lingering finish. This
mahogany-colored wine-elixir concentrates all the special traits of Santorini’s unique terroir.

MEZZO
ESTATE APILIOTIS

€ 60 (500ml)
Varietal composition: Mandilaria
What style of wine do we want that the magical vineyard of Santorini cannot give us? Apiliotis from
Mandilaria proves to us that Santorini is not only Vinsanto, in terms of sweet wines. Enjoy it cool either
alone or with substantial savory or sweet company
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SPARKLING WINES AND PROSECCO
Moscato D' Asti 750ml

€25.00

Moscato D' Asti glass

€9.00

Sparkling wine glass

€9.00

Sparkling wine 200 ml

€15.00

Sparkling wine bottle

€33.00

Prosecco glass

€8.00

CHAMPAGNES
Moët & Chandon 200 ml

€30.00

Moët & Chandon 750ml

€95.00

Dom Perignon 750ml

€220.00

Laurent Perrier La Cuvée Brut 750ml

€110.00

Laurent Perrier La Cuvée Rosé 750ml

€200.00
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